
-Podium for Laptop & Firebox 
-Music Stand

The FROGTOWN show runs off a mac laptop at the Narrator position which provides a VGA video output 
and the stereo audio backing tracks (from a PreSonus Firebox interface with stereo 1/4" outputs) for the 
4 live performers (3 vocalists and a sax). Narrator uses a Digitech Vocalist Live Voice Processor, with 
XLR in & stereo XLR out. Sax player uses an effects processor floor pedal and his own wireless rig with 
stereo XLR and 1/4" outputs. Both Narrator & Sax will need electric.

Ideally we use 4 wireless hand-held vocal mics if available. Ideally there are 4 monitor wedges onstage, 
one for the lead vocalist, one for the sax, one for the narrator and one for the BG vocalist.
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Lead VocalistSax Narrator
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Tech Contact: Philip Pelletier
(503) 880-2611
philip@frogtowncentral.com

Offstage: 
-Two 6' 
Prop Tables

-Full length 
Mirror

-Wardrobe 
Rack

Large Video Projection Screen

The FROGTOWN show runs off a mac laptop at the Narrator position which provides a VGA video 
output and the stereo audio backing tracks (from a PreSonus Firebox interface with stereo 1/4" 
outputs) for the 4 live performers (3 vocalists and a sax). Narrator uses a Digitech Vocalist Live 
Voice Processor, with XLR in & stereo XLR out. Sax player uses his own wireless rig with an XLR 
output. Both Narrator & Sax will need electric. 

Ideally we use 3 wireless hand-held vocal mics if available, (Lead Vocalist, BG Vocalist & Narrator 
singing through the Digitech Vocal Processor), and one vocal mic on a stand by the podium for the 
Narrator speaking. Ideally there are 4 monitor wedges onstage, one for the lead vocalist, one for 
the sax, one for the narrator and one for the BG vocalist. 

The FROGTOWN show runs off a mac laptop at the Narrator position which provides a VGA 
video and stereo audio backing tracks (from a PreSonus Firebox interface with stereo 1/4" 
outputs).

4 live performers (2 Vocalists, 1 Narrator/Vocalist & Sax). Ideally we use 4 wireless hand-held 
vocal mics if available. Narrator uses a Digitech Vocalist Live Voice Processor, with stereo XLR 
outputs. Narrator also needs a 2nd mic on a boom stand at podium for narrating. Narrator 
needs a power strip, Sax needs electric and a single XLR. 

Ideally there are 4 monitor wedges onstage, one for the lead vocalist, one for the sax, one for 
the Narrator and one for the BG vocalist. 
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